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Getting familiar with emotions and motivation in individual and social settings, body location, coping and some cross-cultural comparisons.

Basic knowledge on emotions and motivation, reading and speaking English, ability to read empirical articles, present material and own knowledge,
communicate with others on the topic in class

 Knowledge:
 Student:

 • knows basic emotional and motivational theories and understands different conditions of these process; 
• has basic knowledge about different kinds of social relationships and rules that govern them, especially influence of emotions and motivation on

 them;
• has deepened knowledge about interpersonal and social communication processes, their regularities and disruptions, especially influence of

 emotions & motivations on them.
 

 Skills: 
 Student:

• is able to observe and interpret psychological phenomena (especially these connected with emotions and motivation). Student is able to analyse
different connections among human activities especially understands important social role of emotional and motivational processes in these

 activities.
• is able to acquire knowledge and develop their professional skills by themselves using different sources of knowledge (especially reading and

 analysing articles in English) and new technologies (ICT);
• has ability to present their own opinions, ideas, doubts and suggestions about emotional & motivational processes, is able to support them with

 powerful arguments in the context of different theoretical perspectives.
 

 Attitude:
 Student:

• is sensitive to human problems, is ready to communicate and cooperate with their environment, especially with people who aren’t professionals in
 their domain and to active participation in different groups and organisations;

 • is aware of their knowledge and skills level, understands lifelong personal development needs, assess their own competences and develop skills;
is prepared to be active in groups, organisations and institutions that realise psychological activities and is able to communicate with people who
aren’t professionals in their domain.

Classes are kept in an interactive discussion mode. Students are supplied with texts or examples of research, chosen by lecturer or suggested by
participants. They discuss in groups, exchange experience from different countries referring to emotions. Students prepare their own presentation
about selected emotion and conduct discussion on the subject. 

 1. Active participation in the class, 
 2. Presenting selected topic (e.g. based on own short research, selected emotion in social context),

 3. Written 2 essays (2 pages each):
 - Outcomes of research on emotions or motivation selected by a student (what, how, outcomes, personal discussion of implications)
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 - Emotions in everyday life – description of one type of emotion in social context based on one example of research or an article.
 

 Final evaluation consists of 30% of activity in class, and 2x35% for essays.
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 Literatura:

 1. Social context of emotions (eg. family, work, negotiations, leadership); 
 2. Asymmetry of emotions; 

3. Selected positive and negative emotions, theory, research and results (eg. anger, jealousy (envy), anxiety (fear), sadness, pride, happiness
 (joy), compassion);

 4. Types of measurements of emotions
 5. Brain activity & emotions;

 6. Cultural differences and emotions;
 7. Gender differences and emotions,

 8. Emotions in group context. 
 9. Cognitive approach to motivation; 

 10. Future time perspective and goal setting, 
11. Achievement in attributional approach
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